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What I’ll talk about today

● My evolving perspective on AI
● How generative AI works (and doesn’t)
● Is scale is all we need? (No)
● Overview of AI@UNM & Sandia/LANL partnerships
● The future of AI for New Mexico & the public good
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My evolving thoughts on AI
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● I study bio-inspired robotics and complex 
systems

● I think of AI as a complex adaptive system 
that we are integrating into our complex 
socio-technical system

● This is exciting and scary!
○ AI will help solve scientific problems
○ Current AI encodes biases, promotes 

surveillance & concentrates power
○ AI codes even better than it writes
○ How will humans co-evolve with AI?

Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute (SIPI)
1st place Swarmathon 2018

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1g21QVUyNbMvHFN7SQ43UWTYcix-QnLlg/preview
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Iceland, near Grindavik

La Palma, Canary Islands
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● I study bio-inspired robotics and complex 
systems
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● This is exciting and scary!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-1qmtbuaTs&t=3
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● I study bio-inspired robotics and complex 
systems

● I think of AI as a complex adaptive system 
that we are integrating into our complex 
socio-technical system

● This is exciting and scary!
○ AI will help solve scientific problems
○ Current AI encodes biases, promotes 

surveillance & concentrates power
○ AI codes even better than it writes
○ How will humans co-evolve with AI?

Highly accurate protein structure 
prediction with AlphaFold, Nature 2021

AI-assisted science is potentially revolutionary! 
Biomedicine: Antibiotics, therapeutics, 
diagnoses, vaccines …

Climate & energy: materials for batteries, 
biodegradable plastics, fusion(!?)
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● I study bio-inspired robotics and complex 
systems

● I think of AI as a complex adaptive system 
that we are integrating into our complex 
socio-technical system

● This is exciting and scary!
○ AI will help solve scientific problems
○ Current AI encodes biases, promotes 

surveillance & concentrates power
○ AI codes even better than it writes
○ How will humans co-evolve with AI?

https://www.codedbias.com/

www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-04-16-
this-weekend-were-watching-coded-bias/
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● I study bio-inspired robotics and complex 
systems

● I think of AI as a complex adaptive system 
that we are integrating into our complex 
socio-technical system

● This is exciting and scary!
○ AI will help solve scientific problems
○ Current AI encodes biases, promotes 

surveillance & concentrates power & 
threatens jobs, particularly of creatives

○ AI codes even better than it writes
○ How will humans co-evolve with AI?

https://www.cnn.com/2024/02/04/asia/deepfake-cfo-scam-hong-kong-intl-hnk/index.html
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● I study bio-inspired robotics and complex 
systems

● I think of AI as a complex adaptive system 
that we are integrating into our complex 
socio-technical system

● This is exciting and scary!
○ AI will help solve scientific problems
○ Current AI encodes biases, promotes 

surveillance & concentrates power & 
threatens jobs, particularly of creatives

○ AI codes even better than it writes
○ How will humans co-evolve with AI?

From ChatGPT 
do my students’ 

homework

To Students: Use 
ChatGPT to do your 

homework
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● I study bio-inspired robotics and complex 
systems

● I think of AI as a complex adaptive system 
that we are integrating into our complex 
socio-technical system

● This is exciting and scary!
○ AI will help solve scientific problems
○ Current AI encodes biases, promotes 

surveillance & concentrates power
○ AI codes even better than it writes
○ How will humans co-evolve with AI?

Generate DALL-E prompts …

GPT4: A market scene in 2150 where 
humans buy tech enhancements for their 
bodies, while robots buy organic parts to 
feel more human.



How does AI work? Traditional algorithms vs. AI

Traditional computer programs are like recipes: 
step by step instructions to achieve a specified 
outcome.

A simple cake recipe
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F
2. Mix 2 cups sugar and 4 sticks butter 
3. Add 8 eggs
4. Mix in 3 cups flour 

...
Bake in greased pan for 50 minutes

11http://www.mykitchenintherockies.com/high-altitude-baking/



How does AI work? Traditional algorithms vs. AI

Traditional computer programs are like recipes: 
step by step instructions to achieve a specified 
outcome.

Traditional algorithms can fail, but we usually 
understand why

Generative AI is different: we usually can’t 
explain its predictions or its mistakes

A simple cake recipe
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F
2. Mix 2 cups sugar and 4 sticks butter 
3. Add 8 eggs
4. Mix in 3 cups flour 

...
Bake in greased pan for 50 minutes

12http://www.mykitchenintherockies.com/high-altitude-baking/

Unless you are 
above 5000 feet

Context matters!



How does generative AI work? 

Large Language Models (LLM, like 
ChatGPT) use neural networks to find 
patterns & correlations in data. Those are 
used to make predictions.

Billions of nodes trained on billions of texts 
predict what word is likely to come next

Words are vectors (a list of 1000’s of 
numbers) grouped by similarity

Neural networks are pattern matching 
machines
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https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-models-work/ 
https://medium.com/@hari4om/word-embedding-d816f643140

https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-models-work/


LLMs learn by predicting what word comes next 
Roses are red, violets are xxx

Cherries are red, grapes are xxx

Green means go, red means xxx
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How does generative AI work? 

Large Language Models (LLM, like 
ChatGPT) use neural networks to find 
patterns. Those data can be used to make 
predictions

Billions of nodes trained on billions of texts 
predict what word is likely to come next

Words are vectors (a list of 1000’s of 
numbers) grouped by similarity

Neural networks are pattern matching 
machines
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Paris - France
 + Germany = Berlin

https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-models-work/ 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-models-work/


This is tricky!

Transformers: “attention mechanisms” disambiguate multiple possible meanings:

Bank: so many meanings! 

The doctor examined the patient with her stethoscope (pronouns: confusing!)

Sometimes LLMs guess wrong. The guesses are usually plausible.

It is particularly difficult to recognize plausible falsehoods (BS not hallucinations!)
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Paris - France
 + Germany = Berlin



Generative Pre-trained 
Transformer (GPT)
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OpenAI
ChatGPT
May 2024



Silent mind, awake,
AI's promise, boundless skies,

Humanity's guide.
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https://chat.chatgptdemo.net/ 

A haiku is a 
Japanese 
style of 
poetry with 
5,7,5 
syllables in 
each line

https://chat.chatgptdemo.net/






Scale is all you need?

Moore’s Law: 

Exponential growth

Computation doubles every ~2 years

1970:1000 transistors → 2020: 50 BILLION transistors

Computers are now MILLIONS of times faster 

Problems with “Intelligence” at scale

● Climate change1

● Little context, many errors2

● Large corporations dominate
1 On the Dangers of Stochastic Parrots, Bender et al 2021
2 Birhane et al preprint 2023; arxiv.org/abs/2306.13141

More transistors
Faster computation

More efficiency
More memory

More data
Faster algorithms

Bigger data centers
Faster innovation



How did we get here?

● Scale

● A few clever tricks in neural networks 
○ Encoders, Transformers

● Human feedback by low paid workers 
(Kenyan workers paid $2/day)

● Marketing & economic incentives have 
concentrated power in a few huge 
companies
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Where are we going?

● No one knows!

● No exponential lasts forever; all scaling 
hits constraints

● Feedback comes from LLM users

● Will smaller models become viable - can 
we democratize AI & use it for good?

● How can we regulate AI & prevent 
harm?



Scale is all you need?

300 billion trillion 
calculations to train 
GPT-3 on 500 billion 
words. 

It still makes up answers
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25Slide Credit: Rick Stevens, Argonne Natl Lab & U Chicago



WRONG answer from GPT4
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Scale is what they have!

https://medium.com/@johnadjanohoun/microsoft-and-openai-to-forge-1
00-billion-supercomputer-for-ais-next-leap-2d5bbcf189f6

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/saudi-arabia-goes-big-ai-40-billion-investment-ombrulla-d3eic



Microsoft, Meta, and Google’s parent company, Alphabet, disclosed this 
week that they had spent more than $32 billion combined on data centers 
and other capital expenses in just the first three months of the year. 

The people who made the biggest fortunes in California’s gold rush 
weren’t the miners — they were the people selling the shovels. (NVIDIA)

https://www.nytimes.com/2024/04/27/technology/ai-big-tech-spending.
html?smid=em-share
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https://www.nytimes.com/2024/04/27/technology/ai-big-tech-spending.html?smid=em-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/04/27/technology/ai-big-tech-spending.html?smid=em-share


Is scale all you need in information systems? 
Networks that deliver information 
rather than energy escape 
diminishing returns 

● Information can be cheaply 
copied & communicated locally

Moore’s Law and the future of AI: 

Is scale all you need?



Transisto
r

Integrated 
circuit

AMD Opteron multi-core 
chip

billions of transistors

Mitochondrio
n

1 to 1000s of 
Mitochondria per 

cell

Trillions of 
mitochondria

Scaling In Biology: Lessons for Computation



Scaling in Biology

10-12 g 108 

g

A whale is 
100 000 000 000 000 000 000 

times bigger than an E. coli

Glaw et al PLoS ONE 
2012
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Metabolic Scaling 
A striking universal(?) pattern
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Physiological Rates ~ M -1/4

Physiological Times ~ M1/4

Savage et al 
2004

-0.2
5

Mice live fast and die young
• Heart rate, breathing rate 

20x faster
• Gestation times, Lifespans 

20x times shorter
• Invariants

• 1 Billion heart beats
• constant fraction to 

reproduction

Metabolism 
rate of energy use
governs the pace of life

Whole animal: B ~ M3/4

Mass-specific: B/M ~ M-1/4

Moses et al 
2008
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Fractal Networks Generate 3/4 powers

Centralized hierarchical, fractal branching
1. Constant branching ratio, 

2. Area preserving

3. Space filling   

4. Invariant terminal units
-Capillaries same length, radius & delivery capacity

  -Metabolism proportional to # of capillaries
 
5. Network volume proportional to mass

[West, Brown & Enquist 1997]



Metabolic rate is proportional to the number of (red) capillaries

To double metabolic rate, double the number of capillaries

Additional (black) network is needed to connect the 2 networks

Diminishing returns: Network size grows faster than network delivery rate

Assuming Mass and Volume are proportional then

Doubling metabolic rate requires 
more than doubling network infrastructure

B ∝ 
M3/4



How do you fit a fractal network into a spherical cow?



Ncap ∝ B ∝ V 3/4

 ρcap∝ Ncap/M ∝  M -1/4

WBE introduced the concept of the service volume
The service volume is the region of tissue supplied by 1 capillary

To accommodate more network infrastructure, 
capillary density is lower in larger animals

Thus, the service volume is larger in larger animals



Microprocessor Scaling: The same, but different

Network Scaling on computer chips

a. Information can be copied (cheaply)
b. Information can be communicated (primarily) locally
c. Fundamental technology is still improving - process size, materials, packaging, design 

[Moses et al 2008, 2016]



The 1994 DEC Alpha H-tree synchronizes timing

Centralized fractal network delivers a timing signal

Wire lengths & radii follow 2D scaling predictions: 

                 A
clock-tree 

~ A
chip

3/2

Clock speed is limited by the isochronic area 

Diminishing Returns:  
● Unprecedented speed (300 MHz)
● Clock ultimately consumed 40% of total 

power of the chip



The Intel Itanium 2 (2004) eliminates diminishing returns

Amplifiers regenerage clock signal at each branch
No need for thick wires 

Network footprint is proportional to chip area: 

                 A
clock-tree 

~ A
chip

1

Clock speed is increased because isochronic area 
can be reduced

Because information can be copied → 
synchronize more transistors with less power



Rent’s Rule: probability of a wire inversely proportional to distance

Rents Rule was an empirical observation: the probability 

of a wire crossing a boundary of area A is ∝A-1/2

Implication: The fraction of all possible connections 
declines linearly with distance

Again reduces network footprint but allows a completely 
connected graph

If long distance communication is rare  → indefinitely 
scalable network



Dl = 2 (area-filling in 2D 
chips)

To minimize the Esys x Tsys:
Dr = 2
Dw <= 2

Power

Throughput

Chip Scaling MINIMIZES Energy x 
Time
Esys = Enet + Enodes
Tsys = Enet + Enodes



Scaling Theory for Computation 
Predicts

Power Throughput

Hegemony of the network



Power scaling: Increasing returns
Thousand-fold increase in power, Million-fold increase in MIPS

In 1970, 100 Watts powered 15 MIPS. In 2005, 6700 
MIPS

Transistors perform computations
Power consumption is dominated by wires

1970 2005

Tp ∝ P2



Scaling constraints necessitate evolutionary transitions

Delong et al PNAS 2010

• Innovations in chip 
components mimic 
innovation in the evolution 
of bacteria

• Single-core chip scaling 
mimics unicell scaling

• Multi-core chips echo the 
transition to multicellularity

• Multi-agent computation as 
a model for scaling in social 
systems

• Decentralized designs 
dominate in the transition to 
sociality

2 1 ¾ 0.85 to > 1.15

Scaling exponents change with each transition



Scaling constraints necessitate evolutionary transitions

Delong et al PNAS 2010

2 1 ¾ 0.85 to > 1.15

Scaling exponents change with each transition
What does this mean for AI? More data, 
more parameters, more training → more 
intelligence? Maybe, but…

● No exponential lasts forever
● No scaling lasts forever
● Expect Evolutionary transitions

AI will transition to collectives of agents 
that interact, iterate & evolve

 



AI@UNM: Empowering Innovation in New Mexico
>30 UNM Faculty Actively Conducting Research in AI

Accelerate Discovery with AI
● Supercharge sustainable solutions: smart water 

allocation; solar energy generation, transmission & 
storage; forest fire mitigation and recovery; 
environmental monitoring & remediation

● Secure infrastructure for trustworthy AI in medicine;  
law & policy; education; & national security

● Advance biomedical innovations, drug discovery & 
personalized health care for diverse and rural 
populations

● Develop novel materials, computational fabrication & 
advanced manufacturing

● Synthesize data to detect methane leaks, volcanic & 
seismic & natural hazards; improve climate models

● Develop new open source foundational architectures 
for accessible, applicable and approachable AI

● Develop energy-aware AI based on collective 
intelligence and quantum technologies

Foster Collaboration & Catalyze Economic Growth
● Crystalize NM as an HPC technology hub
● Prepare NM students to thrive in the AI workforce
● Attract world class faculty
● Spur a startup ecosystem & tech transfer
● Propel NM to the forefront of 3D immersive 

technologies for education, workforce training, 
manufacturing, planning & the creative industry

● Engage diverse communities to shape AI for 
healthcare, law & issues affecting daily lives

● Leverage New Mexico strengths:
○ Expertise in cybersecurity and quantum 

computing to design next generation AI
○ Power of National Labs, abundance of 

landscape & natural resources & diversity and 
creativity of New Mexicans

○ Leadership in Hispanic Serving Institution & 
EPSCoR networks



For Trusted Autonomy

● Develop tools to detect unsafe behavior in neural networks 

● Build safe data sets to train neural networks to produce 

results within pre-specified safe bounds 

● Develop mitigation strategies to eliminate dangerous or 

unexpected predictions & behaviors 

● Iteratively improve neural networks by removing causes of 

unsafe behavior 

● Build upon our toolbox for neural net verification

TrustworthyAI 
@ UNM

Mathematical Foundations



In Law & Medicine

● Analyze accuracy and fairness in risk assessment 
algorithms used in criminal justice

● Build on close collaborations with UNM’s Institute for Social 
Research, the Administrative Office of the Courts, the New 
Mexico Corrections Department, and City and County 
governments.

● Identify sources of implicit bias, anomalies and 
uncertainties in medical records

● Provide trustworthy interpretations of medical reports in 
close collaboration with stakeholders ensuring that AI is 
transparent, fair, and inclusive. 

TrustworthyAI 
@ UNM

Apply trustworthy AI to 
protect rights & improve health



Melanie Moses   CS, 
UNM / SFI

Alfred Mathewson 
Law, UNM

Sonia Rankin Law, 
UNM

Kathy Powers
Poli Sci, UNM/ SFI

Matthew Fricke  
CS, UNM

Gabe Sanchez
Poli Sci, UNM

Josh Garland 
Arizona State

Mirta Galesic
SFI

Interdisciplinary Working Group 
on Algorithmic Justice

Cris Moore 
SFI

Tina Eliassi-Rad
CS, NEU /SFI

Mahzarin Banaji
Psych, Harvard/SFI

Trilce Estrada
CS, UNM

Nadiyah Humber
Law, UConn
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AI @UNM
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New Mexico AI Consortium

● Los Alamos, Sandia, UNM, NMSU, NMC and others are forming the NMAIC 
● Goals:

○ Establish long-term collaboration in AI & ML & HPC
○ Position NM to be a national/international leader in AI for science, natl security & public good
○ Develop a thriving NM research and innovation ecosystem and economy
○ Advance fundamental and applied research in AI
○ Engage & support the diverse communities of New Mexico in shaping an AI-enhanced future

● Please contact me melaniem@unm.edu about ongoing or potential 
collaborations within the labs and NM Universities and colleges.

● Look for an announcement later this summer
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John Powell
UC Berkeley Law Professor

Kennedy told us that we ALL had to contribute for 
America to reach the moon

AI is trained on data from 
(almost) all of humanity

All of humanity needs to be engaged 
to shape the future of AI 



Resources
How AI works
https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-
models-work/
 

Politico: legislation for transparency and audits
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2024/04/30/ai-legislation-states-mistake-00155006

Complexity & AI
https://www.newamerica.org/planetary-politics/policy-papers/how-complexity-thinking-can-hel
p-the-world-navigate-ai/

Moses & Gipson Rankin article on Trustworthy AI in Medicine
https://www.nature.com/articles/s44287-024-00049-2

AI and Algorithmic Justice Resources  @UNM & SFI

https://airesources.unm.edu/students.html

https://algorithmicjustice.cs.unm.edu/index.html

https://www.santafe.edu/research/projects/algorithmic-justice

melaniem@unm.edu  https://moseslab.cs.unm.edu
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Questions?

https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-models-work/
https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-models-work/
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2024/04/30/ai-legislation-states-mistake-00155006
https://www.newamerica.org/planetary-politics/policy-papers/how-complexity-thinking-can-help-the-world-navigate-ai/
https://www.newamerica.org/planetary-politics/policy-papers/how-complexity-thinking-can-help-the-world-navigate-ai/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s44287-024-00049-2
https://airesources.unm.edu/students.html
https://algorithmicjustice.cs.unm.edu/index.html
https://www.santafe.edu/research/projects/algorithmic-justice
mailto:melaniem@unm.edu


The ProblemEven deep fakes have positive uses

https://www.npr.org/2024/04/21/1246117954/salvador-dali-artif
icial-intelligence-lobster-telephone-museum

https://www.npr.org/2024/04/21/1246117954/salvador-dali-artificial-intelligence-lobster-telephone-museum
https://www.npr.org/2024/04/21/1246117954/salvador-dali-artificial-intelligence-lobster-telephone-museum
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4e-3fq5y6A4

